
ESSAY IMPACT CORRUPTION INDIAN ECONOMY

Then it develops an empirical study which tries to test three theoretical assumptions which are: the impact of corruption
on economic growth; the contribution of.

As of December [update] , of India's parliament members were accused of various crimes, under India's First
Information Report procedure wherein anyone can allege another to have committed a crime. Most studies are
therefore mainly the analyses of the effects of corruption on various economic indicators, such as GDP
growth, investments, employment, tax revenues and foreign investments [ 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ], or the study of various
forms of corruption in relation to politics and the economic environment [ 6 ], the research of its social
condition and various manifestations [ 7 , 8 ]. This leads to delay in investments, starting of industries and also
growth. This implies that in more dispersed local bribery environments at least the majority of bribing firms
receives preferential treatment from public officials, which allows them to grow fast. Strong and stringent laws
need to be enacted which gives no room for the guilty to escape. Lee and Guven [ 22 ] in the survey: Engaging
in corruptionâ€”the influence of cultural values and the contagion effects at the micro-level also raised the
question of whether men are more corrupt than women. They are part of the game and everyone does it. So we
can mean that corruption is also the main cause of pollution. Some forms of corruption also relate to an
informal form of social security, where the family or the immediate community takes care of its members.
This pollution is from vehicles and factories. The major cause of concern is that corruption is weakening the
political body and damaging the supreme importance of the law governing the society. If there are no proper
roads, water, and electricity, the companies do not wish to start up there. Lack of respect for rulers: Rulers of
the nation like the president or prime ministers lose respect among the public. This does not mean that other
religious traditions are incompatible with good governance, but only that they have not succeeded in
compiling this particular array of factors at the right moment [ 16 ]. Corruption is also affected by the
extensive, non-transparent or incomplete legislation, where laws can be interpreted in different ways for the
benefit of the one who pays. These countries can manufacture cheap quality products but cannot dump in
countries with strict standard control institutes. Honest and dedicated persons in public life, control over
electoral expenses could be the most important prescriptions to combat corruption. Issues of racism, women
discrimination and the corruption of power used to be subtly touched upon or ignored. The private education
and training institutes are given permits to start providing education. There will be no fresh drinking water,
proper roads, quality food grains supply, milk adulteration, etc. Stringent actions against corrupt officials will
certainly have a deterrent impact. The States that have a well-regulated financial sector, not a lot of informal
economy or black market are also less corrupt than those where the opposite is true. It is necessary to start
using good practices of countries that are similar to each other religion, habits, tradition, ethics and morality
and that have common history. Conclusion Corruption is an intractable problem. Following are some of the
causes of corruption.


